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SUMMARY
ALL THINGS CONSIDERED
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facilities with the aim of growing international 

trade. A new international terminal was opened 

at the Port Harcourt airport and is one of four to 

be built with a $500M China loan.

Nigeria recorded the fastest growth in Africa for  

Airbnb apartments adding zest to the recovery of 

the hospitality market as healthcare investment 

continued its onward march with India’s Apollo 

Hospitals Enterprise Limited accelerating its 

Nigeria entry. The Federal Mortgage Bank of 

Nigeria commenced a zero-equity contribution 

programme for the provision of housing loans as 

developers consider the Cooperative financing 

model for affordable housing projects. The IFC 

and its partner firms agreed to finance the $1Bn 

Indorama Eleme Fertilizer and Chemicals 

production facility expansion, which will make it 

the world’s largest single-train urea fertiliser 

plant upon completion. Black Rhino, owned by 

USA’s Blackstone Group partnered with Dangote 

Industries to invest $5Bn in power, transmission 

and pipeline development projects.

The Central Bank will have a new governor by 

mid-2019 and this could have an impact on the 

economy. This report includes rental data on 1 

Bed flats and single room apartments, and 

commentary on the activities of Private Equity 

Investments and Purpose Built Student Housing. 

We see these as trends for consideration and 

look forward to new positions investors are likely 

to take as a result.

Ayo Ibaru

COO / Director – Real Estate Advisory Services

Lagos, Nigeria

For a frontier market heading into election 

season, Nigeria seemed to check all the boxes. 

The government made the usual project 

announcements, to which the opposition 

cr it iqued – whi le making quite a few 

overreaching promises of their own. The 

attendant political risks however caused over 

₦1Trn in portfolio investment exits, an event 

made less discomfiting by the German, British 

and French Heads of Government who took turns 

signing agreements on trade, migration, 

investment and security. The World Economic 

Forum and Absa adjudged Nigeria as improving 

as the World Bank projected a 2.7% growth 

forecast. 

Grade A retail rents are now paid in local 

currency as opposed to the erstwhile favourite – 

the US Dollar and payable monthly in some 

instances (as opposed to annually/multi-year). 

What started as incentives occasioned by the 

2017 recession is now the norm. Mall owners 

have woken up to the role of entertainment 

features as precursors to profitabil ity, 

p r io r i t i s ing  c inemas  and p lay  a reas . 

International corporates are taking advantage of 

the depressed office market and are gradually 

taking up more space. Although vacancy rates 

are yet to improve, over 40,000m2 of Grade A 

space is expected in 2019. Coworking continues 

to grow with global brands as WeWork 

considering opening up shop.

As part of winding down its transportation 

business portfolio, General Electric handed over 

leadership of the $2Bn Nigerian railway 

concession consortium to South African’s 

Transnet SOC Ltd. Lagos Deep Offshore Logistics 

Base (LADOL), an industrial free zone spent over 

$500M, developing a fabrication yard, 10,000m2 

in new workshops, warehouses and related 

Over 40,000m2 
of Grade A space is expected 

in 2019

World Bank 
projected a

2.7% growth

forecast

₦1.2 Trn in

portfolio 
investment 
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railway concession
 consortium 

Dangote Industries

to invest $5Bn 

in power & pipeline 
development projects.

$1Bn 
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and Chemicals production 
facility expansion

International terminal - 
Port Harcout built with 

$500m China loan
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As part of winding down its transportation 

business portfolio, General Electric handed over 

leadership of the $2Bn Nigerian railway 

concession consortium to South African’s 

Transnet SOC Ltd. Lagos Deep Offshore Logistics 

Base (LADOL), an industrial free zone spent over 

$500M, developing a fabrication yard, 10,000m2 

in new workshops, warehouses and related 

facilities with the aim of growing international 

trade. A new international terminal was opened 

at the Port Harcourt airport and is one of four to 

be built with a $500M China loan.
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THE NIGERIAN ECONOMY IN 2018
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insufficient to cover the growing recurrent 

expenses and the much-needed capital 

expenditure. This is despite Nigeria being 

OPEC’s 6th highest earner according to the most 

recent report released US Energy Information 

Admin is t ra t ion .  P lodd ing  on  w i th  i t s 

diversification strategy, the federal government 

disbursed N50Bn to farmers to strengthen food 

production capability.

GDP growth for the West Africa region averaged 

2.6% in Q3 2018, down from 3% due to Nigeria’s 

consistent, if fragile, economic rebound. But this 

is far from the 6% growth target the nation 

requires for rapid advancement. Nigeria’s 

external reserves peaked in July at $47.63Bn 

and declined reaching $41Bn due to changes in 

international trade and a drop in the price of 

crude oil. There are indications of structural 

misalignments in the economy. Revenues are 

INFLATION (%)PRICE OF CRUDE ($/B) 

Capital importation stood at $5.5Bn in Q2 of 

2018, a 12.5% decrease on Q1 but an increase in 

excess of 200% when compared to Q2 of 2017. 

The decline was due to a reduction Portfolio and 

Other Investments by 9.76% and 24.07% 

respectively. A code of corporate governance for 

Bureau de Change operators was issued by the 

CBN to strengthen their ability to sustain 

investments. Trade with China crossed the 

National Bureau of Statistics

EXCHANGE RATE (N=$)

$7.2Bn mark in Q2 and is projected to cross 

2017’s $14Bn investment total by the end of the 

year. Foreign and domestic debt stood at 

$22.08Bn and ₦15.63Trn respectively. 

Unsurprisingly, Lagos state accounts for 14.88% 

of the domestic figure, being responsible for over 

60% of Nigeria’s economic activity and 21M of its 

population.

EXTERNAL RESERVE ($’BN)

Central Bank of Nigeria
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TOPICAL ISSUES
days after the CBNs repatriation order. The tax 

arrears were supposedly on imported equipment 

and payments to suppliers dating back 10 years, 

an allegation the company (MTN) denied. The 

company has taken these issues to court, hiring 

fifteen counsels in the process (5 of whom are 

Senior Advocates). Court hearings to proceed.

THE RE-SCRAMBLE FOR NIGERIA

Leaders of the French, English and German 

governments visited Nigeria and engaged a wide 

range of activities from signing MOUs to visiting 

cultural landmarks.  French Energy and 

Environmental companies agreed to sign MOUs 

for a reforestation project in Ogun State with the 

aim of creating 150,000 jobs. The UK will be 

providing £750M in financing for the purchase of 

British products. £70M was also committed to 

backing Nigerian tech startups. A 12-month 

skill-sharing program between lawyers from 

both countries was also launched as the UK 

signed agreements on security and Economic 

Development.

The Nigerian Association of Chambers of 

Commerce, Industry, Mines and Agriculture, 

(NACCIMA) and the German-African Business 

Assoc ia t ion  s igned t rade par tnersh ip 

agreements  w i th  l ead ing  au tomob i l e 

manufacturer, Volkswagen agreeing to 

implement a phased automobile assembly plant. 

As Nigeria’s annual spend on car importation 

stands at $8Bn there are plans by the automaker 

to establish an automotive training academy – 

part of a larger bouquet of services aimed at 

making the country a hub for the West Africa 

region. Nigeria also signed up to China’s “One 

Belt One Road” initiative aimed at fostering trade 

by connecting 65 countries, agreeing to receive 

$328M in concession funding for the Nigerian 

Infrastructure and Communication Technology 

Backbone (NICTIB).

2019 ELECTIONS

Nigeria’s elections body, the Independent 

Nat ional E lectoral  Commission (INEC) 

announced a list of 79 parties fielding candidates 

for the 2019 elections. This has made the media 

replete with commentary on candidates with the 

best chances. The young and educated 

demographic seem divided on who can do the 

job – Kingsley Moghalu, former deputy governor 

of Nigeria’s Central Bank; Fela Durotoye, 

leadership expert; Oby Ezekwesili, human rights 

activist and former governor of Cross Rivers 

state, Donald Duke. The Economist Intelligence 

Unit (EIU) predicts that the incumbent, 

President Muhammadu Buhari could lose to 

former Vice President and leading contender, 

Atiku Abubakar of the PDP – conceding however 

that his administration will be fragile. Atiku is 

generally considered pro-business and capable 

of putting the Nigeria economy in the right 

direction, further reinforced by his selection of 

former governor of Anambra state, Peter Obi, 

whose reputation for running an efficient and 

productive government is rivalled by only a 

select few. Whatever the future holds, the 

elections spell uncertainty for the nation, before 

it takes place and perhaps even after, especially 

where the incumbent is displaced.

MTN’S OPEN SEASON

In September, Nigeria’s Central Bank directed 

that telecoms giant, MTN Nigeria refund $8.1Bn 

in dividends repatriated between 2007 and 

2015, alleging that said repatriations were done 

using irregular Certificate of Capital Importation 

(CCI) documentation. Along for the ride were 

four banks who were handed fines for playing a 

supporting role - Standard Chartered Bank 

($6.7M), Stanbic IBTC Bank ($5M), Citi Bank 

($3.3M) and Diamond Bank ($0.69M). MTN 

fought back stating that the Apex bank had 

approved the CCIs used and upon the probe by 

the Nigerian Senate, it was concluded that MTN 

did not contravene the foreign exchange laws. 

The Attorney General’s Office again asked that 

the firm pay $2Bn in outstanding taxes a few 
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THE EXITS

HSBC and UBS’s exit from the country, while part 

of a global strategy did not send the right signals 

to the investor community. A report released by 

HSBC pointed out that investor spend has been 

affected by the political uncertainties devolving 

from the 2019 elections – adding that it was 

closing down its representative office, not 

entirely confident of the government’s ability to 

tu rn  a round  the  economy.  De f i c i en t 

infrastructure and unemployment contributed to 

the moderated 2019 forecast growth rate of 

2.5% suggested in the report. Having accused 

HSBC of corruption, the Federal government 

regarded this report as politically and 

physiologically skewed. In all this, JP Morgan 

recorded a turnover of $45Bn in the I&E window 

in Q2 2018 and plans to expand its African 

operations.
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1.61Bn ordinary shares at ₦128Bn, the first 

listing on Nigeria’s Stock Exchange since 

energy firm – Seplat’s IPO in 2014. More 

listings are underway as MTN still hopes to list 

– once it resolves the regulatory imbroglio in 

which it finds itself. The Bureau of Public 

Enterprises plans to list privatised state-

owned enterprises to stimulate profitability 

and includes Skyway Aviation Handling 

Company Limited, Nigerian Reinsurance 

C o r p o r a t i o n  a n d  I n d o r a m a  E l e m e 

Petrochemicals. LASACO insurance is looking 

to raise ₦10Bn in a rights issue and Lafarge 

will also attempt to raise ₦90Bn.

Players in the Nigerian Stock Market yet to 

liquidate their investments woke up in 

October to a rise in inflation figures, mindful 

that it could further complicate investing in Q1 

of 2019. The influence of politics, governance 

and markets’ performance continues to hold 

as portfolio investors looked to cut their 

losses, opting for investment opportunities in 

Eastern Europe. Estimated losses in the 

equities market are in excess of ₦1Trn. Still, 

Egyptian Investment Bank, EFG Hermes 

Holdings acquired local stockbroking house – 

Primera Africa Securities.

Ferti l iser production and distribution 

company, Notore Chemical Industries listed 

9
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Real Estate Summary



range between $3 - $4 psm/month with an 

average yield of 7.5%. On the office markets 

front, there has been an increase in supply 

with developments predominantly owner-

occupied. Nigeria became the fastest growing 

market in Africa for Airbnb, the platform that 

allows property owners earn income on their 

residential assets, growing by over 200% in 

the last five years. Visitors and holiday makers 

can still get a good bargain from hotels as the 

worst days for the hospitality sector seem to 

be over. The sector grew by 8% YoY. 

International investors have taken positions, 

some of which include Hilton’s Legend Hotel 

and Marriot’s ongoing development (both in 

Ikeja) Lagos, and Hawthorne suites in Abuja.

One in two Nigerians have limited or no access 

to the electricity grid, the majority of which 

are in rural communities. This has put the 

government under more pressure to deliver 

power projects and also created opportunities 

for startups to capture Nigeria’s $2Bn solar 

home system market. On the regulatory 

dashboard, the new IFRS 15 standards 

mandate that real estate companies may now 

recognize revenue over time as they satisfy 

per formance ob l igat ions dur ing the 

construction period of the development 

project as opposed to the current recognition 

of revenue upon the transfer of risks and 

rewards to customers – which is practically 

upon completion of the project development 

and handover of real estate units to 

customers.

A QUESTION OF VALUE 

Savills put the 2017 value for global real 

estate at $280.6Trn with the residential 

component accounting for $220.6Trn. Sub 

Saharan Africa’s residential real estate market 

is estimated at $6.6Trn, unevenly distributed 

across its 1.12Bn inhabitants. With Nigeria’s 

housing deficit expected to reach 20M by 

2025, the World Bank approved a $300M, 40-

year loan for the financing of Nigeria’s housing 

sector. Taking a closer look at the Nigeria real 

estate market, indications are that the 

residential market slowed. Few tenants 

changed their residences, renewing at current 

or slightly reduced rates. 

Studio apartments, 1 Bed and 2 Bed flats near 

the city centre continued to enjoy demand and 

there’s also a shift by some developers in 

favour of the category. The office market 

continued to struggle as high vacancy rates 

and flexible lease terms remained paramount 

in many lease negotiations. Still, there were 

new leases signed and pipeline developments 

made steady progress. Retail trends continue 

to support the growth of mid-sized shopping 

centres although vacancies in Grade A Malls 

have reduced on average with landlords 

demonstrating an understanding of the 

economy in their dealings with tenants.

High land costs, weak infrastructure and the 

absence of modern facilities continue to 

hamper the growth of Nigeria’s industrial 

sector. These justify the current rentals, which 

1 1

GDP GROWTH, CONSTRUCTION AND REAL ESTATE CONTRIBUTIONS (%)

Nigeria Bureau of Statistics
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which approved a 50% discount on accrued 

land use charges.

Land prices increased in Lagos with Victoria 

Island and Ikoyi growing by 11.3% and 14% 

YoY. With the growing population and 

activities around the Lagos Island area, prices 

of land in places like Agungi grew by 18.9%. 

The Sangotedo area, a leading beneficiary of 

the developments in the Lagos Free Trade 

Zone, continued to increase in value. The 

monthly distribution property titles to 

beneficiaries of the Homeowner Charter 

Program in Ogun State continued as Ondo 

State also launched an automated Land Use 

Charge Payment System. Eastern commercial 

hub, Anambra state embarked on a 

revalidation exercise culminating in the 

issuance of digital titles to land owners.

LAND 

2018 year marks the 40th anniversary of the 

Land Use Act Decree 6 of 1978. Professionals 

in the built environment have sought to ease 

the process of amending the law by seeking its 

removal from the larger Nigerian constitution 

where it’s currently ensconced. This would 

make it easier to amend, not requiring the 

Senate major i ty required for  a fu l l 

c o n s t i t u t i o n a l  a m e n d m e n t .  S t a t e 

governments have continued their efforts at 

making land administration more effective by 

implementing systematic land titling and 

registration systems. An example, the use of 

GIS technology in Edo state has reduced the 

cost of obtaining Certificates of Occupancy by 

over 80% and the Enugu state government 

Federal Road Maintenance Agency (FERMA) 

with 66 ongoing. But more work is needed as 

the Federal government estimates that the 

Ministry of Power, Works and housing and the 

INFRASTRUCTURE  

Over 80 capital road projects captured in 2017 

budget nationwide were completed by the 



Port Harcourt roads make progress. The 

Apapa – Wharf road reached 97% completion 

and the gridlock responsible for a 360% rise in 

haulage costs in the area, is expected to ease 

out. 

Among the concerted efforts to improve the 

supply of public electricity were the projects 

initiated by the Eko Electricity Distribution 

Company (EKEDC) to supply 20MW to Lagos 

state and a collaboration by the US and South 

Korea to build a $10Bn; 4,185MW plant in 

Ebonyi state. Not leaving the states to tackle 

the power challenges on their own, the Federal 

government appointed the Transmission 

Company of Nigeria (TCN) to manage a ₦72Bn 

investment across 11 electricity distribution 

companies. Besides, the ADB approved a 

$10M investment in Chapel Hill Denham’s 

Nigeria Infrastructure Debt Fund which will 

take on clean gas distribution, power 

generation, transportation and logistics 

projects.

RESIDENTIAL

Understanding the times, developers have 

accelerated their shift towards more dense 

development, optimising their use of space, 

especially in prime locations. The Family 

Homes Fund and the Federal Ministry of 

Finance continued to work on providing 

500,000 low-income homes by 2023. So far, 

only 400 housing units have been completed 

in Nassarawa state while construction is 

ongoing in Ogun, Kano, Delta and Kaduna 

states.

Ministry of Transport each require ₦1Trn 

annually over the next five years to be 

effective. 

The World Economic Forum’s competitiveness 

rankings for 2018 saw Nigeria move up 10 

places with improvements in infrastructure as 

one of the drivers. Nigeria’s partnership with 

China had led to the execution of vital 

infrastructure projects worth over $5Bn 

between 2015 and 2018. It also signed a MoU 

with Japan to promote infrastructure 

investment as the African Development Bank 

announced plans to assist in meeting the 

infrastructure financing needs - estimated to 

cost $3Trn by 2044, co-opting firms as 

Ro o m 2 R u n ,  a  $ 1 B n  M u l t i - L a t e r a l 

Development Bank in the process. Africa50, 

one of the players in this collective has set up a 

100-MW solar power plant in Jigawa state. But 

the Nigerian government estimates that $1Trn 

is required to modernise the country’s energy 

infrastructure before 2043.

Nigeria’s government also appropriated 

$1.3Bn to financing critical infrastructure 

projects with the Ibadan and Abuja – Kano 

expressway construction, Second Niger 

bridge, East – West road construction and 

Mambilla power projects as top beneficiaries. 

Challenges continue to beleaguer Julius 

Berger’s $1.5Bn Lagos – Ibadan standard rail 

gauge project with completion now expected 

in 2021 from its original 2017 delivery date. 

The long neglected $200M Itakpe – Ajaokuta – 

Warri rail line project is aiming at a 2019 

completion even as the construction of Oshodi 

– Airport Road, Oyo-Ogbomoso and Enugu – 

RESIDENTIAL VACANCY RATES

Northcourt 
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Clients are interested in putting up novel 
developments as long as the numbers add up 
in the mid to long term.

Developers also report more enquiries for 
residential developments, even if coupled with 
a lingering caution caused by election winds. 

Northcourt 

LAGOS: SHORT LET APARTMENTS – RENT PER NIGHT (₦’000)

and Lugbe, Abuja. The Nigerian Army in 

collaboration with Post-Service Housing 

Development Limited, the Otukpo Local 

Government Council and Betoniq West Nigeria 

Limited will be bringing 221 housing units to 

the Benue state market over a 24-month 

timeframe.

Vacancy rates remain low for the more popular 

Gwarimpa (3%), Katampe (21%) and Wuse 

(10%) areas of the capital as lease and 

purchase/sale values remain above the 

average income earner’s financial ability. But 

the Federal Housing Authority made a ₦27Bn, 

1,650-unit housing project investment 

targeted at low-income earners in Zuba, Kwali 

LAGOS - AVERAGE RENTS PER ANUM, HIGH INCOME AREAS (₦'000)
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divided on the prerogative of property owners 

to do with their properties as they deem fit, or 

consider the long-term effect of slowing the 

city’s development when rents kept high and 

assets vacant adding that legislation might be 

necessary to avoid challenges currently being 

faced by the Chinese government.

There were relocations to more modest 

apar tments  f rom the more upsca le 

apartments due to reduced salaries and the 

rising cost of living. Some Landlords in the 

high-end areas of Lagos and Abuja remain 

unwilling to further reduce rents – choosing to 

keep their properties vacant. Experts are 

LAGOS - AVERAGE RENT PER ANUM, MID INCOME AREAS (₦'000)

among the highest. GRAs 1, 2 and 3 in the oil 

city of Port Harcourt recorded vacancy rates of 

6%, 11% and 20% respectively and continue 

to show potential principally for their security 

advantages when compared most of the city. 

The Ogun State Property and Investment 

Corporation (OPIC) started construction 

works on 256 low cost housing units along the 

Lagos-Ibadan expressway. The first phase of 

the Blue Water Lagos project is expected to 

deliver 119 luxury apartments by Q4 of 2019.

Short-let apartments in Lagos, Port Harcourt 

and Abuja have grown in popularity – partly 

driven by the tepid return of expatriate 

technicians and the influence of Airbnb. 

Landlords in prime locations are converting 

their assets to this use enjoying occupancy 

rates higher than standard residential 

accommodation. Vacancy rates in the 

standard residential apartments have hovered 

around their H1 2018 figures with Ikoyi 

(30%), Ikeja GRA (26%), and Oniru (33%) 
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LAGOS - AVERAGE RENT PER ANUM, LOW INCOME AREAS (₦'000)

properties in high end locations. Demand from 

the middle class is now more rational and 

developers are more creative in project 

funding and may have to do with lower profit 

thresholds. Playing for the long term is the 

rediscovered way to profit from developments 

in Nigeria’s real estate market. Developers 

continued focus on niche markets as they 

struggled to build as cheaply and as quickly as 

possible. Transaction velocity remains vital, as 

the regulatory environment becomes a 

stronger consideration in property investment 

decision-making.

The NMRC plans to issue ₦11Bn 15-year 

bonds to strengthen its capacity to support 

Nigeria’s housing market, hopeful of better 

yields than the 14.9% paid on its ₦8Bn naira 

notes issued in 2015. This firm is also assisting 

the country’s real estate lenders to reorganise 

about 30,000 mortgages, with the goal of 

doubling its ₦40Bn asset pool. The company 

also signed a rent-to-own project in Lagos for 

the development of 20,000 homes. 

The upper middle class seems to have 

rationalised the risks of the elections, 

resuming their search for investment grade 

2018 LAGOS RENTAL PRICE GROWTH

1 7

Northcourt 
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community continue to drive up the demand 

for coworking spaces with service providers 

seeking to convince traditional large-scale 

employers of the benefits of coworking.

Grade A offices remain priced around 

$600/m2 and $700/m2 in Victoria Island and 

Ikoyi respectively. To ease take up of grade A 

offices landlords have continued with most of 

the incentives initiated during the recession - 

rent free fit out periods, back-end rent 

payments and the like. Ongoing office 

developments include Africa Towers, World 

Trade Centre, Corporate Towers (Eko Atlantic) 

amongst others. Cornerstone’s 12 floor Head 

Office located in the Lekki axis is near 

completion. Conversions to office use 

continue to spring up rapidly in areas as Ikeja 

GRA and Lekki Phase 1. Recent completions 

include the 4,000m2 Desiderata and the 

6,956m2 Alliance Place with the later yet to 

achieve strong occupancy levels. Location and 

security remain essential for clients selecting 

commercial space and a growing insistence for 

green/sustainability features.

OFFICE

There was a gradual improvement in the 

performance of the office market as a few 

internationals chose to brave the political 

uncertainties and open up shop. Tek Experts 

and Axxela Group took up 2,000m2 and 

1,000m2 respectively at the Wings Office 

Complex in Victoria Island as the International 

Finance Corporation moved in to Alliance 

Place, Ikoyi Lagos. 

Contractors were commissioned to redevelop 

the Number One building (Formerly the IMB 

office) in Victoria Island Lagos being 

redeveloped for leading South Africa based 

cable provider – DSTV. This cost of 

development is over ₦5Bn. Dangote 

Industries’ and Famfa towers in Ikoyi 

continued to make progress on their 

respective developments – despite the 

existing 400,000m2 stock of office space. 

Grade A office vacancy rates remain high and 

corporates are in conversations geared 

towards putting up underutilised space for 

coworking use. Millennials and the startup 

NIGERIA – NUMBER OF COWORKING SPACES

Northcourt 
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operations in the region, including the 

construction of a chemical plant. Morocco’s 

OCP Africa started construction works on 

three ultra-modern Fertiliser Bulk Blending 

Plants in Ogun, Kaduna and Enugu States. 

With expected completion in 2019, these 

plants will add a combined 470,000 metric 

tonnes per annum to Nigeria’s total output. 

INDUSTRIAL

There has been an appreciable increase in 

enquiries from firms based in the Middle East, 

Eastern Europe and Asia looking for Grade A 

warehouses and factories in Lagos, Ogun and 

Edo states. German chemicals manufacturer, 

BASF opened their West Africa head office in 

Lagos to better coordinate their growing 

PURCHASING MANAGERS’ INDEX – 1YR TREND

Central Bank of Nigeria

car manufacturer - Peugeot is to begin 

production in the Kaduna car assembly by Q1 

2019. The State government also unveiled a 

$200M tractor assembly plant to improve the 

sector’s productivity.

The Chinese and Edo State governments 

signed agreements for the development of the 

Benin River Port, which includes dredging 

40km and the construction of a link road to the 

Benin bye-pass. Eastern commercial hub, 

Abia State acquired 9,800ha for the proposed 

$25Bn Enyimba Economic City projected to 

take off by Q1 2019. The Shandong Ruyi 

Technology Group will be investing an 

BUA Group commissioned the 1.5MMT 

Kalambaina cement plant in Sokoto State, at 

an estimated cost of $350M in addition to the 

ongoing $1Bn Obu Cement Complex in Edo 

State. This will raise the company’s total 

production capacity to 8MMT once completed - 

an estimated 35% of Nigeria’s total output.

Local assembly firm – Globe Motors partnered 

China’s Higer Bus Company to build a $200M 

vehicle assembly the in Eleko-Ibeju-Lekki 

area of Lagos and rolled out its first units at 

the end of Q3 2018. The Edo state 

government entered the final stages of a 

$500M auto assembly plant project. French 
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and South Africa, $8.81Bn. Tourists perceive 

these countries as safer than Nigeria and their 

respective tourism sectors have stronger 

government support. With the gradual growth 

in the economy, key hospitality performance 

indices have improved. The 2018 Mastercard 

Global Destination Cities Index report ranked 

Lagos as the most visited city in Sub Saharan 

Africa with 1.5M international overnight 

visitors generating over $580M. Still, there 

have been efforts to increase the state’s 

capacity to handle the growing tourist 

commun i ty.  Landmark ’s  hosp i ta l i ty 

development in Lagos plans a 2022 

completion as Hilton’s 53 room Legend Hotel 

Lagos Airport opened at the Murtala 

Muhammed International Airport. This makes 

it the Hotelier’s 500th hotel the EMEA region. 

Further investments in the sector include a 

joint venture between investment firm, Actis 

and Westmont Hospitality Group acquired 

stake in the 231-room Four Points by Sheraton 

in Victoria Island, Lagos for an estimated 

$16M.

estimated $200M in the development of an 

industrial park and textile manufacturing 

plants in Kano, Katsina, Abia and Lagos State. 

Carbonated drinks maker, AJEAST Nigeria, 

secured a $50M investment from Duet Private 

Equity Limited to further expand its 

operations. Their modern factory in Nigeria is 

one of only 2 located in Africa. To create more 

opportunities for participation in Nigeria’s 

industrial market, the Federal Government is 

finalising the approval of the Nigerian 

Automotive Policy which includes the gradual 

transition from the importation of used cars to 

the manufacture and distribution of new 

passenger vehicles.

HOSPITALITY

According to the World Bank, Nigeria earned 

$1.09Bn from international tourism in 2016 

(the latest year available). By comparison, 

Kenya recorded $1.62Bn, Tanzania $2.16Bn 

2018 DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE: NUMBER OF ROOMS

W Hospitality Group

2 0

Nigeria  9,299

Senegal  2,514

Cote 
d’ivoire  
1,830

Ghana  1,203
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continue. There’s a demand for hotel 

accommodation, especially in Lagos, reflected 

by the 75% occupancy rate. Sourcing 

international financing for hospitality is also 

important and not a difficult as it once was. 

The Radisson Hotel opened Park Inn by 

Radisson – 55 serviced apartments in Victoria 

Island as AccorHotels continues work on two 

projects – MGallery and Pullman in Ikoyi with a 

projected 2020 completion date.

55% of hotel deals signed are under 

construction in Sub-Saharan and Western 

Africa with Marriott accounting for 26%. 20% 

of hotel pipeline projects in Nigeria were 

signed over 5 years ago, unlike similar 

projects in Kenya that have faster turn-around 

times. 

It stands to reason that until there is active 

regulatory involvement, the extended periods 

required to complete hotel projects is likely to 

2014 - 2018 NUMBER OF PIPELINE ROOMS BY COUNTRY

W Hospitality Group

its West Africa expansion and American fast 

foods business - $12Bn Burger King outlined 

plans to open up shop in Sub-Saharan Africa 

with Nigeria as a focus market. 

As part of its campaign to reach 100 stores 

before the end of 2019 and 774 stores by 

2022, Konga outlined plans to invest ₦2.9Bn 

into its logistics arm - Kxpress to achieve 

same day delivery rates higher than 80% by 

RETAIL

Nigeria has 10 cities among the top 50 urban 

consumer markets in Africa and 52M 

consumers who can afford products within the 

above average to premium range. 9M of these 

consumers are in Lagos and it appears that 

International and local players know this. 

$22Bn Universal Music Group announced that 

it would open a new office in Lagos as part of 

2 1
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retailers have increasingly approached mid-

sized mall Landlords for space as a means of 

testing the Nigerian market.

mid 2019. Japanese retail brand - Miniso 

rolled out a franchise strategy to have 200 

stores operational in Nigeria by 2019 and a 

45% local content by 2020. Leading Asian 

TOP 5 - AFRICA'S CONSUMER CLASS ('M)
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carrying out finishing works and projects a full 

opening by Q1 2019. 

Owners of the 30,000sqm land acquired for 

the potential development of a Spar outlet in 

the Ajah area are yet to move to site, possibly 

hedging until after elections. Still, experts are 

optimistic of improved activity by Q2 of 2019. 

Jubilee mall in Lekki 1 also joins the rooster of 

retail stores in the Lekki Phase 1 area as Spar 

opened another outlet in Ikeja.

Backed by the $350M Novare Property Fund 

II, the 7,178m2 Novare Central opened to the 

public in Q3 with ongoing conversations 

around launching its next offering in the 

nation’s leading oil city - Port Harcourt. Local 

mid-sized retailer - Ebeano opened a new 

outlet in Ikeja and continued plans with its 

Sangotedo, Lagos development. Filmhouse 

cinemas has all but moved in to Circle mall and 

is poised to increase footfall. Bildiamo’s mall 

development project, also in Sangotedo is 

RETAIL VACANCY RATES

Northcourt
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near the Lagos airport area in Ikeja. Domino’s 

Pizza opened a store on Awolowo Road, Ikoyi 

sticking to its model of opening on major 

highways Nigeria. Still, Grade-A mall 

operators continued the existential battle to 

keep vacancy rates low by deploying a raft of 

strategies which included space redesign, 

delayed rental payment options and part 

funding of fit out expenses for retailers.

There were also a series of expansions by 

global chains. Krispy Kreme reopened its 

outlet shut by the Consumer Protection 

Council after the regulators found it compliant 

with relevant health and safety standards and 

opened stores in The Palms Lekki, Novare 

Sangotedo and Maryland Ikeja malls. 

Persianas Group, developer of The Palms is 

also in the concluding stages of opening a mall 

LAGOS RETAIL – AN ASSESSMENT

features - including expanding cinema halls to 

accommodate the growing demand.

Online retail continues to rise, highlighting the 

need for efficient logistics and effective 

warehouse space. Jumia, Nigeria’s leading e-

commerce platform is still in talks to list on the 

New York Stock Exchange at a valuation of 

$1Bn. Expectations are that IPO will go live 

with a sale of $250M in shares by the Q1 of 

2019.

Nigeria’s consumer class has grown by nearly 

140% over the last decade. Ikeja city Mall and 

the Palms Lekki recorded vacancy rates of 0 

and 1% respectively. Novare Central, Abuja, 

the Atlantic mall, Lagos and Big Treat, Port 

Harcourt recorded 70%, 34% and 8% 

respectively. New entrant – NEXT mall Port 

Harcourt was 31% vacant. In Q4, Hubmart 

opens its 4th store with forecasts to add four 

more stores in 2019. Grade-A malls have 

dedicated more space to entertainment 

2 4
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sector players and products. DiagnoseMe 

Africa, SaferMom, MOBicure, KompleteCare, 

Medsaf.com, Ubenwa and Kangpe are 

providing mobile tech-based healthcare 

services. 

Canadian healthcare delivery group, Clinotech 

has taken over the management of the Ibom 

Specialist Hospital in Uyo, Akwa Ibom – a 

South Eastern state. NAMFI (The Nigerian-

American Medical Foundation) set up a clinic 

and an insurance fund for indigent patients in 

Lagos state. Wema Bank a Hospital 

Management Solution System to digitise core 

administrative processes and patient data 

management in medical centres. The pilot was 

launched in the University College Hospital 

(UCH) Ibadan, Oyo State. 

Nigerian doctors continue to exit, however. 

The UKs General Medical Council register now 

lists 5,250 Nigerian doctors, a 10% rise YoY or 

an increase of 12 every week. Their 

counterparts across the Atlantic under the 

Association for Nigerian Physicians number 

over 4,000. Still, the presidency signed the 

NCDC (Nigeria Centre for Disease and 

Control) bill into law and approved the BHCPF 

(Basic Healthcare Provisions Fund) which the 

World Bank agreed to fund with $20M as part 

of efforts to improve primary healthcare 

services across Nigeria.

Nigeria’s consumer class has grown by nearly 

140% over the last decade. Ikeja city Mall and 

the Palms Lekki recorded vacancy rates of 0% 

and 1% respectively. Novare Central, Abuja, 

the Atlantic mall, Lagos and Big Treat, Port 

Harcourt recorded 70%, 34% and 8% 

respectively. New entrant – NEXT mall Port 

Harcourt was 31% vacant. In Q4, Hubmart 

opens its 4th store with forecasts to add four 

more stores in 2019. Grade-A malls have 

dedicated more space to entertainment 

features - including expanding cinema halls to 

accommodate the growing demand.

Online retail continues to rise, highlighting the 

need for efficient logistics and effective 

warehouse space. Jumia, Nigeria’s leading e-

commerce platform is still in talks to list on the 

New York Stock Exchange at a valuation of 

$1Bn. Expectations are that its IPO will go live 

with a sale of $250M in shares by the Q1 of 

2019.

HEALTHCARE

Nige r i a ’s  pub l i c  sec to r  i nves tment 

commitments to healthcare are still largely 

insufficient. In 2017, 4.17% of the ₦7.2Trn 

budget was allocated to healthcare, well below 

WHO’s 15% recommendation. This has 

however created room for innovative private 

HEALTHCARE PROVISION IN NIGERIA – PUBLIC SECTOR

Federal Ministry of Health
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Evercure hospital development in Lekki Lagos 

with completion projected for 2019. The 

NSIA’s Healthcare Development and 

Investment Company has been set up to 

facilitate joint venture and PPP investments 

across healthcare institutions in the country.

Leading HMO - Hygeia progressed on the 

development of its 100-Bed hospital in Lagos. 

The University Teaching Hospitals in Lagos 

and Benin are developing facilities for 

Oncology treatment to meet the demand in-

country. Work in ongoing on the 150-Bed 

2018: PATIENTS PER DOCTOR2018: PATIENTS PER DOCTOR

in the Lagos Four Points by Sheraton hotel for 

$16M – the first buyout in the Nigeria real 

estate market since the country’s exit from 

recession in Q2 2017 and the acquisition of the 

Ikeja City Mall by Hyprop and Attacq in Q4 

2015. Since the entry of PE funds in Nigeria’s 

real estate market, fund managers have taken 

a keen interest in developing strategic 

shopping malls which make up 69% of all 

delivered PE projects in the country. In H1 

2018, Nigeria had an 18% market share of 

African PE deals representing a 15% and 16% 

growth when compared with H1 and H2 2017 

respectively. Since the launch of Sub-Saharan 

Africa’s (SSA) first private real estate fund – 

the $154M Actis Africa Real Estate Fund I in 

2006, the growth of private real estate funds 

has been consistent and of the 213 PE firms 

operating in Sub-Saharan Africa, 15% are 

focused on real estate markets in the region.

Healthcare insurance in Nigeria is low at 2% 

with funding, facilities, talent and consumer 

purchasing power as leading challenges. To 

strengthen the demand side of the healthcare 

equation, amendments to the nation’s 

healthcare legislation (The NHIS Act) should 

make it compulsory – and not optional as it 

currently is. Those who can afford it go 

overseas for treatment with the Indian High 

Commission in Lagos issuing 40 medical visas 

per day. 

PRIVATE EQUITY AND VENTURE CAPITAL

According to the African Private Equity and 

Venture Capital Association, Nigeria ranked 

1st on the top 10 list of investment 

destinations over the next three years and is 

followed by Kenya, Egypt and South Africa. 

Actis and Westmont’s recently acquired stake 
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the Systematic Land Titling and Registration 

as part of a broader plan of growing 

investment. The use of technology in land 

administration is paying off in states like Edo 

and Anambra and other states are considering 

the adoption of same. With more registered 

titles being issued in shorter timeframes, 

there is a growing case for long term 

investment especially in states outside the 

leading cities of Lagos, Abuja and Port 

Harcourt.

RESIDENTIAL

Provision of housing units by Family Homes 

Fund, Federal Housing Authority (FHA) in 

states like Nasarawa, Ogun, Delta, Kano and 

parts of the FCT is expected to be more visible 

in 2019. Land Authorities will be resolving 

zoning infractions to create opportunities for 

residential development. Indications are that 

the originally residential areas of Lekki Phase 

1 Lagos which is fast becoming commercial 

will be returned to its original use in 2019. 

Eight states – Akwa Ibom, Benue, Cross River, 

Edo, Gombe, Kebbi, Kogi and Plateau expect 

to conclude the process of adopting the Model 

Mortgage and Foreclosure Law by November. 

Ogun State awaits the governor’s nod while 

Lagos and Kaduna states have enacted 

mortgage model laws unique to their 

circumstances.

The rising demand for short let apartments 

will lead to more conversions, giving 

developers one more reason to shift focus 

from bigger houses to studio apartments. This 

would have the dual benefit of meeting the 

existing demand while maintaining cash flow. 

Facility management will increasingly feature 

in property transactions especially as luxury 

apartment occupiers currently place a 15% - 

20% premium on the service. 

An average of 1.8M students are in tertiary 

institutions and despite the National 

THE ECONOMY

After a steady rise to almost $80/b, oil prices 

resumed their decline early in Q3 sending 

discomfiting signals across local and 

international boardrooms investing in Nigeria. 

The dependency on oil is still a major 

weakness of the country’s economic model 

made grievous by the economic diversification 

agenda which is yet to reach full steam. The 

Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation 

plans to establish two condensate refineries in 

Delta and Imo States with a total refining 

capacity of 200,000 bpd in the hopes of 

making up through volume, part of the 

revenues lost from declining prices. The 

economy is projected to improve if the pro-

business challenger assumes office or the 

incumbent aggressively pushes a pro-

business agenda. Still, nationwide reforms 

take time to yield tangible results. A new 

Central Bank governor may resume in June 

2019 and attempt to make clear moves at 

growing the economy, if only to show a clear 

break from the patterns of the past. 

Other potential contributors to economic 

growth should be given a fair hearing to give 

the diversification agenda a new lease of life. 

An appropriate focus is required for the 

development and promotion of retail products 

in the insurance industry as this will tap into 

funds available for the service. And if the 

industry remains capitalised at a level lower 

than mortgage banks, not much growth can 

be expected.

LAND

As an asset class, land is expected to hold its 

own waiting patiently as its use is decided by 

the most desired permutation of owner 

aspiration and situational economics. Towards 

making land administration effective, a 

number of states have begun implementing 
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Universities Commission’s policy that 33% of 

t h e  s t u d e n t s  a c c e p t e d  m u s t  b e 

accommodated, most institutions are unable 

to do so. This in turn puts pressure on the 

surrounding housing rental market. This 

demand for students housing has led to the 

growth of private student accommodation, 

many of which are conversions of existing 

residential apartments, creating an opening 

t h e  s t u d e n t s  a c c e p t e d  m u s t  b e 

accommodated, most institutions are unable 

to do so. This in turn puts pressure on the 

surrounding housing rental market. This 

demand for students housing has led to the 

growth of private student accommodation, 

many of which are conversions of existing 

residential apartments, creating an opening 

for purpose-built student accommodation.

PRIVATE STUDENT HOSTELS

Nigeria Universities Commission, US News & World Report

RETAIL

Proximity to densely populated areas, 

accessibility, parking and entertainment 

facilities remain key factors to the growth and 

success of the retail market. The grounds 

gained by family entertainment options are 

expected to deepen with more retailers now 

aware of its role in sustaining footfall. Having 

tested the mid-range mall concept albeit 

vicariously through the likes of retailers as 

Blenco and Ebe Ano in Lagos, investors are 

warming up to developing mid-sized malls, 

adding strong entertainment features for 

good measure. 

Online retail will continue to justify its position 

as an option for modern day shopping. Going 

into the year 2019 will see the opening of 

Filmhouse Cinemas at Circle Mall in Lekki, 

Lagos and Viva Cinemas at the Palms in Ota, 

Ogun state. The growth of Nigeria’s film 

industry - Nollywood will further increase the 

number of movies available and translate 

some the benefits of the growing hunger for 

local big budget productions to the financial 

statements of Mall operators.
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RETAIL DEVELOPMENT PIPELINE

Northcourt

OFFICE

2More than 40,000m  of space is expected to 

be delivered to the already oversupplied office 

market with some pipeline projects due for 

delivery by Q4 2019. Though vacancy rates for 

Grade A offices remain high, buildings 

designed with user experience as the primary 

consideration will tend to have lower 

vacancies. Again, the results of the elections 

will determine just how much space is 

absorbed by the market – especially by the 

international community.

The supply of co-working spaces is rising to 

meet up with demand, which continues to 

increase with the emergence of tech-startups. 

The growing population in the CBDs will 

accentuate the demand for well-maintained 

multi-level parking facilities mixed with retail 

facilities. High vacancy rates are expected for 

Grade A offices, at least until a direction for 

the economy is determined. Landlords will 

need to remain flexibile and accommodating 

of tenant’s preferences to keep vacancy rates 

manageable.
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The absence of infrastructure, which 

constitutes 15% - 20% of Nigeria’s real estate 

sector has contributed to the high cost of 

development in Nigeria. Bridging this chasm is 

crucial to unlocking sustainable growth the 

economy so desperately needs. As the 

nation’s continues to spread its resources thin 

across the many demands, more MoUs will be 

signed with contractors mindful that a change 

in government could mean the end of the 

contract. Going into 2019, the Federal 

government will be looking to re-sell the Yola 

Electricity Distribution Company as well as 

privatise the Afam Power Plant to raise capital 

for the 2018 budget.

The 2019 proposed budget has set aside 

₦2.28Trn for capital expenditure. Although 

lower than the ₦2.87Trn earmarked in the 

2018 budget, it seeks to lower the nation’s 



need for debt. Power, Works and Housing 

received the highest amount allocated for 

capital expenditure to a ministry - ₦408Bn. 

While a drop from the 2018’s ₦682.95Bn, it is 

an indication of the government’s intent on 

improving infrastructure. ₦208.44B has been 

outlined for roads construction and ₦30.08Bn 

for the National Housing programme. The 

Ministry of Transport has the second highest 

allocation for capital expenditure - ₦194Bn, 

which will see continued investment in 

ongoing (e.g. Lagos-Kano) and new (Port 

Harcourt-Maiduguri) railway projects. 

₦1.02Bn has been set aside as counterpart 

funding for the Mambilla Hydro Power project 

in addition to ₦9.4Bn deployed in 2018. 

₦388.5M and ₦398 million has been allocated 

to the Kashimbilla transmission and Fast 

Power Programme projects respectively. 

Kashimbilla transmission and Fast Power 

Programme projects respectively.
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government, coming to terms with the impact 

of housing will begin delivery from adopting a 

number of models. The high-end office market 

may struggle, albeit less so as the economy 

improves and landlords embrace incentives as 

a constant in leases. In the end, there will be a 

tempered take up of traditional office space as 

coworking and conversions will see more 

interest. 2019 will be the year coworking fully 

takes on A grade space. Foreign industrial 

concerns will increase their presence Nigeria, 

and so the search for Grade A warehousing 

continues.

All things considered, Nigeria’s real estate 

market will see more supply across the 

various sub-sectors but will record varying 

levels of demand. Landlords will be more open 

to nil increases and slight reductions in rent 

renewals as tenants wait till after the elections 

to make major property decisions. 2019 will 

seem a boom for the savvy real estate 

investor.

3 4

CONCLUSION

 

Nigeria’s economy continues to grow one step 

at a time. The IMF has projected a 1.9% 

growth for 2019 powered by improvements 

manufacturing and services sectors. Public 

and private investments in infrastructure 

remain progressive. Nigeria’s invitation to join 

OPEC production cuts will see oil revenue 

marginally reduce meaning that the proposed 

₦8.83Trn 2019 budget (and the $60/b 

benchmark) will make further borrowing and a 

supplementary budget almost certain.

Nigeria’s real estate market is estimated at 

₦4.7Trn and the yearly demand of 1M housing 

units when juxtaposed with an estimated 

annual supply of 100,000 units presents a 

plethora of opportunities. Land administration 

& titling processes in states across the nation 

are improving to better facilitate property 

transactions. Infrastructure remains a 

primary driver of the federal government’s 

plan to grow the economy. ₦27Trn was spent 

between 2016 – 2018 and states outside 

Lagos, Abuja and Port Harcourt are 

establishing viable infrastructure investment 

frameworks. Post-political season, the 

hospitality market will see the announcement 

of major projects in 2019 as other 

establishments continue a growing trend of 

clinically executed projects. More retail malls 

with GLAs circa 8,000sqm will open to a 

mostly dependable and cosmopolitan client 

base.

The residential market will see more 

partnerships involving Proptech firms and the 

introduction of data-driven products and 

services. Well put together property startups 

are raising funds from local and foreign 

investors who are not averse to potential risks 

vis the high yields obtainable. The Federal 
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Disclaimer

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual, entity or property. 

Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is 

received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a 

thorough examination of the particular situation. 
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